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Right now, with human’s rapid development, more problem has been shown 

in front our face, including inequality, pollution issue, climate changed 

problem. As the biggest developing country and as the second biggest 

economy in this world, China also is facing to those problems. Since more 

and more people has realized how crucial of those problems, Chinese 

government needs to put their effect on those problem in order to make a 

sustainable development in our country. 

 

Right now, Chinese government notice they have responsibility to this world, 

so they decided to join in to the UN SDG problem in 2016. They would like to 

provide their power wo help developing countries to deal with those problem. 

Their plan is giving those developing countries six hundred including: 100 

poverty alleviation programs; 100 agricultural cooperation programs; 100 

trade facilitation programs; 100 programs for ecological protection and 

combating climate change; construction of 100 hospitals and clinics; and 

construction of 100 schools and vocational training centers (Paul, 2016). In 

order to delivery Chinese business and those service to developing countries, 

Chinese government mention a program named “the belt and road”, this plan 

is based on the historical rote named Silk Road which is from old Chinese 

capital Xi’an to Europe. And Chinese government is not only focusing on the 

land rote but also focusing on the ocean rote to improve the relationships with 

African countries. by using this program, Chinese government wants to lead 

the development for west Asian and also hopes to guide the development of 

the countries around the Indian Ocean. 

 

However, as most developing countries, China right now are facing many 

serious problems due to our high-speed development. One of the most 

striking problems is the environment problem. Since every day we can see 

tons of reports, articles and research are focusing on this issue. Since China 

has become the biggest power consumer in this world and almost our 30% 

GDP is relying on manufacturing, we burn lost of fossil fuel to support our 

power usage and this led to our serious air pollution problem. Chinese people 

right now are struggling with smog problem, especially during the winter time. 

and we also have public heating for north area during the winter time. Due to 

the low temperature, the pollutants aren’t easily to move by wind, in this case, 

most of them will get together to form a severe smog. There is screenshot 



from the AQI (air quality index) website in a random day in Feb in 2019.

 

 (screenshot from AQI website, 2019) 

From this picture, we can see lots of purple and brown boxes, the purple 

means the Air Quality Index number is over than 200, which consider as very 

unhealthy for human, and brown means hazardous level for human.  

 

In order to reduce the emissions from fossil fuels, Chinese government 

decided to pass a new environmental law in 2017 to reduce the usage of our 

traditional fuel- coal. In this case, some factories is looking for an alternative 

resource for their energy use and their action also attract public attention on a 

new industry-petcoke. 

 

Petroleum coke(petcoke) is a carbon-rich solid that emerges as a by-product 

of crude oil refining and other “cracking” processes, in which complex organic 

molecules such as heavy hydrocarbons are broken down into simpler, and 

more valuable, lighter petroleum products(Tao, 2015.). China has become the 

biggest petcoke importer in 2016, and the consumption in 2017 is around 

33millions (Shan et al., 2018). However, petcoke is not consider as a clean 

resource to instead of the coal, petcoke has a higher sulfur content, usually 

higher than 3 percent and sometime as high as 6.5 or 7 percent, for 

comparison coal usually has 1 percent of sulfur content that means and 

petcoke a higher GHG emissions than coal which is 11 percent, and almost 

two times of the emissions of natural gas(Tao, 2015.).That means when we 

burn petcoke, it will have more common pollutants such as carbon monoxide 

and sulfur dioxide than traditional fuels. 

 

Although Chinese government tried to use natural gas instead of using 

traditional fuel, the high price and the cost on gas equipment is huge for a lot 

of factories. So, to solve this problem, there are several ways, the first one is 



using new clean power such as wind turbine generation, solar energy or Tide 

power generation. However, those power is very costly for equipment and the 

transportation rate of energy is not enough for a big country such as China. In 

this case, I think focusing on the emission part during the oil refining process 

is more reasonable for China. The second option is by using the 

CFB(Circulating Fluidized Bed) boilers, CFB boiler technology is the one to 

crush and mix petroleum coke with limestone in 800-900C to reduce the sulfur 

rate. By using this technology, the desulphurization rate usually is 90% and 

CFB systems could also be a effectively and cheaply way to remove sulfur 

dioxide from emissions and give a higher energy value for the factories. The 

third way is to use IGCC system, IGCC’s full name is integrated gasification 

combined cycle, this system is a technology that uses a high-pressure gasifier 

to transfer the traditional carbon-based fuels into pressurized gas(Andika, 

Nhien, & Lee, 2017). And the pollutants such sulfur content pollutants can be 

transfer and be recycle and be new byproduct by the Claus process. By using 

this system, the desulphurization rate can be high as 98% and this system 

can be not only used for petcoke but also can be used for traditional fuels 

such as coal. 

 

Although this technique is very new and advance, there are several countries 

are working on this system, and fortunately, Japan and China are both 

working on this system. In Japan, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries is working on 

this process and China also built some IGCC factories in Tianjin.  

 

Right now, due to a new world relationship conditions, Chinese and Japanese 

governments both want to improve the relationship between two countries. 

And this give us a better environment to do the SDG process. Since the 

petcoke market in China is still growing and the air pollution problem is still 

there, Chinese business and government need to find some solutions. It’s a 

good time for Japanese businesses do the product selling or even have 

technique coronations to Chinese businesses and Chinese government. By 

doing this, it cannot only benefit two countries but also benefit the whole world 

because the SDG program is goals for the sustainable development 
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